Author Ray Kurzweil in his essay, The Law of Accelerating Returns, explains the
natural acceleration behind technological advancement. The law observes:
The return on a technological advancement creates a positive loop in the
innovation system and the next return on the resulting technological
advancement will come even sooner than the last.
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This positive loop ensures that the returns on previous breakthroughs will come at a
quicker frequency with every passing generation creating the Innovation Spiral you
see before you. I have not researched this well enough to tell you for sure if the
spiral is a strict “Fibonacci” or “Golden Ratio” spiral.
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For instance: by the year 1997 rolled around, computing power had advanced until
it was roughly the equivalent of one insect brain. In the next 20 years, computing
power progressed from the equivalent power of an insect brain, to the power of a
human brain. In the 20 years to come, computing power will progress from one
human brain, to the equivalent of all human brains put together. Which brings our
focus back to the spiral, and what would the middle of that spiral look like? Many,
including Kurzweil himself believe it is a terrifying singularity…also known as Skynet.
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Of course “Strong AI”, and Skynet taking over our entire civilization will be the result
of this spiral. I for one welcome our new terrifying supercomputer overlords, and
propose several ways in which we can hasten the coming singularity.
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Accelerating technology returns established in a society driven by innovation
guarantees a problem for people in my position. It guarantees that Technology
resource requests will continue to increase at an accelerating rate. This is because
everyone equates technological advancement as a positive economical externality.
We will become more efficient. We will become more reliable. We will become
more productive. We will become more wealthy! We will become more powerful
because we support tech innovation.
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So, this helps establish the validity of the Law of accelerating returns in what I call
the Technology Request curve.
As long as there is more money to be made, more efficient or reliable or safe
systems to be had, we will request the returns of innovation as soon as they are
available. So the request curve follows the Growth curve of technology.
There is one problem with the growth of technology…IT costs resources before it
returns resources. There is a support overhead for all technology, and the positive
economical promise of technology all too often fails to mention that! Need I
mention the Second law of Thermodynamics, concluding that no system is 100%
efficient; therefore new technology will always bring with it some overhead.
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So organizations make an initial investment in IT because they must support the
advancement of technology. Since the first big promise of technology was
efficiency, they assume that the budget will remain fairly flat from the initial
buildout. Budgets are then made in accordance with the promise technology
makes, that innovation creates efficiency, and technology will support itself
(remember that singularity that we were promised?) This establishes what I call the
Technology Resource curve.
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The Technology resource curve depicts the idea that technology is a relatively fixed
cost, or at least a cost that grows at a parallel rate with other overhead expenses.
So the budget for IT resources remains flat. Then other areas of the organization
experience the benefits of that investment in increased efficiency, reliability,
productivity, wealth, power. They reinvest their savings in other technology within
their department and they put their success on their annual report!
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Meanwhile an IT department has no cost savings to document in their annual
report. Instead they show how many more computers, servers, network devices,
and software licenses they support…They show everyone how much more money
they have spent! IT sssociates itself with the Cost of technology, but doesn’t
associate itself with the Returns of technology. IT, who used to be the innovation
enabler and leader becomes the has-been hero who is resource restricted and
incapable of innovation.
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So IT operates under the Technology Resource curve, while everyone else operates
under the Technology Request curve . This creates a Gap between requests and
resources.
one of three things can happen in this scenario to remedy this gap.
1. IT departments can experience exponential resource growth and support all
requests.
2. IT departments can continue with the same resources and technology requests
go unfulfilled.
3. IT departments can change and fulfil those request with other resources.
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This is where Shadow IT comes in. It fills this gap between requests and dedicated
technology resources. In IT we like to vilify Shadow IT and define it as
“unsanctioned fulfillment of technology requests”. Like Bizarro Superman and his
backwards “S”; This unsanctioned label to us means dangerous, uncontrolled, and
inefficient. Dangerous because things are getting done by untrained individuals
who don’t understand best practices. Uncontrolled because we have no idea what
is going on and they are not answerable to anyone with any technical
understanding. Inefficient because they are hunting and pecking around trying to
find a way of doing something without having the rights, tools, or position to do so!
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But ignore that unsanctioned label for a moment and one will see the purpose of
shadow IT is at it’s root, the “fulfillment of technology requests”. If you don’t
believe me, remember the gap in the graph! Are those requests remaining
unfulfilled, or is Shadow IT filling that gap? But this unsanctioned activity is risky
and must be controlled. It is a career threatening practice to allow Shadow IT to
fulfill Technology requests. Rogue Software purchases, back-door system
integrations, and escalation of privileges can only lead to disaster.
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It’s important to remember that IT departments themselves were the technological
innovation at one point. Viewed as a dangerous new medium that would change
the way people did business and open organizations up to all sorts of new scary
things. Think of all the movies from the early 90’s based on our fool-hearted,
ridiculous reliance on computer systems. IT was the result of many sanctioned and
unsanctioned activities that allowed technology to permeate business practices.
Formation of IT departments was the investment in technology that enabled
fulfillment and advancement in our organization. For twenty years we established
that baseline of technology on which other innovation has happened.
But returns on that innovation didn’t get spent on more IT, they went to those who
invested in IT. We eliminated typing pools, and messenger boys. Mailrooms are
nearly empty. One accountant can do what 5 used to do, but while IT eliminates
these resources from other departments, none of them are reinvested in IT.
Organizations continue to accelerate based on innovation, but IT becomes a budget;
merely trying to maintain itself. If IT is to thrive, it must stop being a budget, and
find a way to be Innovation again.
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As new requests come in, and IT resources remain the same, other paths will
establish themselves to enable the next technology. Instead of IT, They will look for
Technology Innovation resources they can control and they will find that one of
those former typists had programming in college. One of those messenger boys
fixes computers on the side. One of the former mailroom guys is going to school to
get his MCSA. They will use those resources they have freed up with technology to
support more technology. They will talk to a vendor who can provide a cloud
solution and promise to migrate their data for them.
To people outside of IT, these fulfilments of technology requests aren’t
unsanctioned, they are just fulfilments. The path through IT is too long, so they find
a shortcut. Technology takes too long to get to when you put the “I” in front of it.
There is no difference between the kid answering the helpdesk and the kid working
down the hall. If they can fulfil the technology requests, they are Technology,
whether or not they are Information Technology. And they get the job done quicker
because they have put the Technology first.
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So the shift must come to IT to realize that as technology advances at an ever
increasing rate, if we stay the same, we are the only ones that will be left behind!
We who were once the innovation, will become the has-been hero, the necessary
evil, the standard that doesn’t change, the baseline cost of technology; and we will
cease to be the resource that fills the request.
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When faced with the challenge, we IT professionals tout our credentials, and square off to
defend against this onslaught of unsanctioned activity. Our instinct for several years is to
challenge, regulate, and gain control over this area of activity that happens between our
resource capability and our requests. This us vs them mentality becomes an even bigger
drain on our already limited resources, and since experience had taught me that we would
not be receiving a windfall of resources and grow exponentially to become the Army of the
Singularity; I had to make a decision.
Either continue to be the boat anchor to innovation that IT had become, or innovate to find
new resources. I had to ask myself what does my organization need, and how can I give
them what they need. I had to get rid of the “I” in IT.
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So I created a group called “Technology”. I am after all the Technology Services
Manager… I searched out and Identified key individuals within our organization that
were fulfilling technology requests…you know, doing unsanctioned stuff, and
included them in the group. I started sending them information on outages,
warnings on viruses, helpful troubleshooting emails; and I encouraged them to start
using this group as a sounding board for their own projects too.
This group has become a resource for me to disseminate detailed information of
projects and system events, as well as a discussion group for idea sharing and
collaboration.
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Next we rewrote our Admin policy to allow for escalate privileges on specific local
desktop systems for those who participate and pass an Admin Test and Train event.
The “Admin Test and Train Questionnaire” was created for use in this endeavor.
Input was solicited from members of the helpdesk and System Administrator staff
making sure all concerns were addressed. Then the test was administered live in a
one-on-one setting which allowed for the best skill assessment and targeted
training in the areas the group member seemed weak. I used the test as talking
points to go over “Should vs. Could” scenarios, best practices, and organizational
priorities from an IT perspective.
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The testing allowed IT to immediately assign admin accounts to nine people in the
Technology group, and eventually 4 more with additional training. To put it in
perspective, the City of Lawrence IT department has 11 full time employees, and
recruited 12 additional key individuals to become Technology specialists through
this one process. Through previous experience, loyalty to our organization, and our
training; these individuals understand our priorities, have been trained in IT best
practices, and have been certified to possess an adequate base level of knowledge
to support desktop systems in their particular areas. Four of them had IT
backgrounds in other organizations, three others displayed significant aptitude and
troubleshooting instincts.
We realized that if we were willing to accept it, we had help. Our impossible task of
fulfilling accelerating technology request was becoming possible if we were willing
to follow the right path.
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There was a trickle-down effect from this recognition of additional talent I did not expect,
and it allowed us to capture not only human resources, but I would even dare to say that it
allowed us to catch our unicorn. You know what that is right?...That mythical creature that
proves more and more elusive the closer you get to it…well we caught our unicorn. I’m
referring our organizations ability to willfully involve IT in the decision process for major
procurements from the very beginning. Wait a minute…
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There, that’s better! You might not remember anything else, but you’re going to remember
that one right? Involving a cooperative IT in the process injects an understanding of
Technology and its interaction throughout the organization. The cooperation initiated by
starting the technology group, and opening an avenue of trust has allowed us to re-involve
IT in the innovations that are happening across the organization. That really is the key to it
all. In other departments, we have made their people more valuable, and this elevates
their opinion of us. IT is not a cost, it’s a value! It isn’t a sanctioning body, holding back
progress, it is part of innovation!
I spent two hours in a meeting discussing a CPMS procurement the other day and I didn’t
leave frustrated! My opinions were received without the defensive structuring of the past,
because I was a part of their Technology Team. You know what? We are riding that
unicorn back to our rightful place in the innovation process.
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Something else that we did: we found budget line items in other departments that
were being used to create technology purchases and asked for access to them in
order to make larger bids and group purchases easier. Pretty soon we were making
the decisions for purchases out of those line items because our track record started
speaking for itself. When people weren’t politicking to keep IT out of their business,
they saw the value of our input, and realized our expertise was helping them make
better purchases. We built confidence in our process by meeting with departments
and addressing their purchasing concerns and showing reliability and cost data for
our standard model purchases for the last 5 years vs non-standard purchases.
This eventually allowed us to move PC, laptop, and tablet purchases to an
equipment reserve fund to be handled by IT; and that fund was filled from all the
other line-items that were being used to make those purchases. This all came
about because we Focused on the Value we were creating, and not the money we
were spending. We worked very hard to shift everyone’s view of IT from being a
cost to being a resource.
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This change in focus from cost to value changed the way we attempted to fund
things as well. When we saw the value in what we were doing, others did as well.
This led to a move from requesting “program improvements” to “capital
investments”. Program improvements require a permanent budget line item and a
perpetual source of funding focusing on the cost; while capital investments are
funded based on priority through annual bond issuance determined by value to the
organization. We stopped trying to spend more money and helped our organization
invest in the future.
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While our budget hasn’t grown, our resources have. Without adding to the cost of
Technology, we have filled the Gap between Requests and Resources using the
same principles that make IT work in the first place.
Be the Innovation
Put Technology first
Take the I out of IT and recruited talent.
Focus on Value, and not cost.
Be the resource the organization actually needs.
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